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1. Trump is just days from being exposed as a fraud and a
traitor. Yes you can commit treason without declared war.
Just help someone attack the US and you're a traitor. It's
why Trump calls others traitors. Always projection. He
needs to blame them for discovering his crimes.

2. So what's Trump's endgame? It's more than likely he has none. He lies to his

attorneys so he is working without a net. His attack on @SpeakerPelosi was

predictable and exposed Trump's growing panic. I have reported since June 2016 that

Russia financed the GOP

3. and Trump campaigns. I stand by that reporting. When the American people see

the extent of their betrayals the @SenateGOP @HouseGOP may feel an urge to flee.

Until then they are fascinating to watch. First and foremost @senatemajldr

McConnell. The Kentucky gubernatorial

4. primary was a warning flare to old Mitch whose polls are at rock bottom. Turnout

was about half of the total for 2018 midterms but the ratio of Dems to GOP was

strikingly high and McConnell knows he's likely toast. So he announces he's going to

stand up to Trump

5. on @KenCuccinelli? Should we believe McConnell miraculously grew conscience

and a spine? Reports are it's payback for Cuccinelli's role in a primary challenge. But

why cross Trump to just guarantee another challenge? It's tempting to think he'd

never do this if he had

6. any thought Trump was going to be on the ticket in 2020. That seems unlikely. So

I'm watching to see if McConnell actually stands up Trump or is just being allowed to

put on show for the Kentucky electorate. It still fascinates me.

7. When it fell to pieces for Nixon it happened fast. The message on impeachment has

to come from the President's own party. On that @SpeakerPelosi is 100% right. You

have a right to an opinion about impeachment but you don't have a right to your facts

about how it has worked.

8. It's only worked when the party in power wants the president gone. Until then, the

only logical mission for @TheDemocrats is to tie the GOP to the Russian treason. If

we can't get the GOP to rid us of Trump, then use this opportunity to rid us of the

GOP in Congress.

9. No GOP politician from this day on should appear where someone is not calling

them a traitor. They betrayed our great nation to a Russian mob controlled Kremlin.
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A thousand years stewing in the waters at Lourdes won't wash that stink off. May they

all burn in hell.@MittRomney
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